
DOES MEDIA INFORM OR ENTERTAIN? 

The chief aim of modern media is to excite. On the one hand, media passes information from a 
sender to a receiver. To inform is to possess this knowledge. Some information is useful to men as a 
means to a meaningful life. Other information simply excites men’s desires. Clearly, they are 
different. Let the former be entertainment; the latter information.  

So one will satisfy short term pleasures; the other, build a meaningful life.  

Modern media entertains more often than it informs. This is seen in its structure, sexualisation and 
celebrity culture.  

Modern media’s structure is a clear mark that its aim is to excite over to inform. From dramatic 
fanfares on news programmes to cinematic camera angles and bright pictures in magazines, modern 
media is built to attract. To consume. This attention draws in consumers to use the advertised media. 
Similar to all goods and services, media’s consumers pay fo their services; raising profits and so 
growing and protecting the profits of the service provider. This assumes profits for service providers 
is personal gain, rather than dissemination of information. And this is a continuous trend we see in 
popular culture over aristocratic culture: where profit is assumed for granted, and the demanded 
service of information provided. And so, breaking down secure, media exists to entertain.  

As well as structure, modern media’s sexualisation is a sign that it entertains instead of informs. The 
websites, films and printed works at present highlight the naked body. Or, at least, partially naked 
body. If sexualisation is so necessary for a meaningful life, why do the front covers and words 
within the Bible, Aristotle’s Corpus and Nietzsche’s works lack their content? To the weak mind, 
fed by body over soul, sexual images are highly attractive. And so, to sell its works, service 
providers supply sexual images instead of relying on the words themselves. A clear example of  the 
effects of this is the academic textbook. Before the 1960s, textbooks were made up of words alone 
(with maps and images for demonstrative purposes). Modern textbooks, however, will included 
general and distantly related images in the hope of attracting consumers. In reading, they distract 
and narrow the thought of the learner at the expense of a publisher’s profits. Therefore, contrary to 
before the 1960s at least, the media is more entertaining today than it is informative then.  

Building on structure and sexualisation, the next sign on the media’s aim is its content: celebrity 
culture (predominantly). In modern media’s growing catalogue of media platforms, the story is the 
story of the famous person. There are few problems with celebrity culture per se. The chief problem 
with it today is the type of celebrities spoken about. Modern celebrities have strong oligarchical 
characteristics. These include acquisition of property and pursuit of money. And so modern 
celebrity culture serves those who follow oligarchy: a system that serves few for their private 
interests. In the past, however, celebrities were chiefly made up of aristocratic figures. Few, rare 
persons serving the common interest. Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar and Napoleon Bonaparte 
who rose from great challenges by the skill of their virtues for the common interest. Instead of 
leading by example, modern celebrities show others their privileges for their own sake; entertaining 
others by showing or using these privileges for their private ends. In this context, celebrity culture 
today is a tool to entertain rather than inform valuable lessons on living a meaningful life.  



Modern media entertains. With its structure, sexualisation and oligarchical celebrity culture, modern 
media entertains. It serves few for their private ends of property and money. Modern media is a 
vicious sweet that wants to explode spikes into your vulnerable stomach. It wants to steal your 
happiness — your meaningful life — to fuel the bank accounts of a few men; mostly ignorant about 
what they want to do with their money. Instead, what media must do is inform men the way to  a 
meaningful life. It must stop its silliness, let it go, and leave this to the areas and theatres. Media 
must take up the sword of truth and build in all its users the aristocratic virtues of custom and 
education; growing and protecting men’s virtues in life. To live a meaningful life a man must deny 
oligarchy, take on virtue as the only way to happiness and become an aristocrat. 


